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PRICES
Prices in this catalogue are valid in the UK 
only and take effect from 1 January 2017. 
They are subject to change without notice.

INDIVIDUAL ORDERS
If you have difficulty ordering from a 
bookshop (see inside back cover for useful 
stockists), you can order direct from our 
website, www.florisbooks.co.uk, or contact 
our distributor BookSource.

Postage and Packing
UK: £2.50 for the first book  
 and 50p per book thereafter
Europe: £4.00 for the first book  
 and £1.50 per book thereafter
Rest of World: £5.00 for the first book  
 and £1.50 per book thereafter

SALES RESTRICTIONS
For copyright reasons, the Floris edition of 
some books is not available for sale in some 
areas:

NNA: Not in North America
NXX: Not in North America, Australia, NZ

RIGHTS
Language and territorial rights are available 
for sale to other publishers for some books. 
Contact Floris Books for further information 
or visit www.florisbooks.co.uk/rights/

Steiner-Waldorf Education Catalogue 
You may also be interested in our dedicated 
education catalogue which includes books from 
Waldorf Publications, SWSF, WECAN and Living Arts 
Books. The latest edition is available to view online at    
www.florisbooks.co.uk/catalogues/

Floris Books also distributes titles for...

Lindisfarne
Books
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Welcome to our Spring/Summer Catalogue 2017

What's New

You might notice something different about this catalogue — all our books 
are in one place, no need to flip! We hope it will be easier to explore our new 
range of books for children, parents and Steiner-Waldorf educators, plus our 
latest selection of non-fiction books.

Children's and Education

This season, look out for beautiful Elsa Beskow gift boxes featuring exclusive 
new editions, as well as a charming Pippa and Pelle board book from Daniela 
Drescher, and a stunning edition of Rapunzel illustrated by Maja Dusíková.

Non-Fiction

We are also delighted to present the first ever illustrated guide to eurythmy, 
as well as a new title from the Karl König archive, and our the new Stargazers' 
Almanac for 2018.

Kelpies Catalogue

We also produce a separate Kelpies catalogue to showcase our ever-expanding 
range of Scottish books for children everywhere. If you haven't received our 
Kelpies catalogue you can view it online at www.florisbooks.co.uk/catalogues.

Ordering

If you have any questions about our books, email floris@florisbooks.co.uk 
or call 0131 337 2372. If you would like to place an order, please contact 
our distributor BookSource (contact details opposite) or visit our website at  
www.florisbooks.co.uk. 

Best Wishes,

Katy Lockwood-Holmes, Christian Maclean and the Floris team

Floris 
Books

CHILDREN'S BOOKS p. 4–23

Picture Books p. 12

STEINER-WALDORF EDUCATION p. 30

Philosophy of Human Life p. 48

Astronomy p. 42

Holistic Health p. 44

NON-FICTION p. 40—51

Christian Spirituality p. 47

Karl König Archive p. 46
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See p. 15

CHILDREN'S BOOKS

See p. 13 See p. 11

STEINER-WALDORF EDUCATION

See p. 9

See p. 38See p. 36See p. 37See p. 32See p. 34
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NON-FICTION

NOW DISTRIBUTED

See p. 45 See p. 43 See p. 47 See p. 29

See p. 19 See p. 21

CRAFTS & ACTIVITIES

See p. 27 See p. 25
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Translated from Swedish  |  Age 4–7  |  180 x 177 x 53 mm  |  colour illustrations  |   978-178250-381-1 (Peter in Blueberry Land) 

978-178250-380-4 (Children of the Forest)  |  gift box contains 5 hardback mini editions  |  £25.00 each |  19 January 2017
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EXCLUSIVE!

Peter in Blueberry Land

Around the Year

Ollie's Ski Trip

The Sun Egg

Emily and Daisy

EXCLUSIVE!

Children of the Forest

The Flowers' Festival

Woody, Hazel and Little Pip

Pelle's New Suit

Princess Sylvie
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Translated from Swedish  |  Age 4–7  |  180 x 177 x 53 mm  |  colour illustrations  |   978-178250-381-1 (Peter in Blueberry Land) 

978-178250-380-4 (Children of the Forest)  |  gift box contains 5 hardback mini editions  |  £25.00 each |  19 January 2017

Peter in Blueberry Land and other beautiful books
Children of the Forest and other beautiful books

Enter the world of Elsa Beskow, ‘Sweden’s Beatrix Potter’, and meet a cast 
of enchanting characters from Jack Frost to woodland elves. These two 
stunning gift boxes feature mini editions of Elsa Beskow’s classic books 
including an exclusive, never-before-available book. 

Peter in Blueberry Land and other beautiful books

Contains Peter in Blueberry Land, Around the Year, Ollie’s Ski Trip, The Sun 
Egg and an exclusive edition of Emily and Daisy.

Children of the Forest and other beautiful books

Includes mini editions of Children of the Forest, The Flowers’ Festival, 
Pelle’s New Suit, Woody, Hazel and Little Pip and an exclusive edition of 
Princess Sylvie.

5

Elsa Beskow (1874-1953) is the most popular 
children’s illustrator in Sweden, where her 
picture books have been known and loved for 
over a century.

Two stunning exclusive gift collections of 
some of Elsa Beskow's best-loved books

Elsa Beskow

EXCLUSIVE!

Ollie's Ski Trip

The Sun Egg Exclusive mini 
editions only 

available in these 
collections!

Two Beautiful Elsa Beskow 
Gift Collections
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305 x 305 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  24 pp  |  978-178250-411-5  |  month-to-view calendar  |  £9.99 (inc. VAT)  |  18 May 2017
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Previously published as 
Christopher's Harvest Time

978-178250-349-1

hardback  |  £10.99

978-178250-094-0

hardback  |  £10.99

978-178250-245-6

hardback  |  £10.99

New 
Edition!

978-178250-303-3

hardback  |  £10.99

New 
Edition!

New 
Edition!
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305 x 305 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  24 pp  |  978-178250-411-5  |  month-to-view calendar  |  £9.99 (inc. VAT)  |  18 May 2017

Elsa Beskow  
Calendar 2018

ELSA BESKOW
Elsa Beskow's picture books have been known and loved for over a century.

This month-to-view calendar is beautifully illustrated with seasonal 
artwork from Elsa Beskow's books. The main US, UK and Swedish public 
holidays are marked.

The calendar includes illustrations from Thumbelina, Ollie's Ski Trip, 
Around the Year, The Sun Egg, Peter and Lotta's Adventure, The Land of 
Long Ago, Woody, Hazel and Little Pip and Peter and Lotta's Christmas. 
(All of these are published in English by Floris Books.)

7

This spacious month-to-view calendar  
is beautifully illustrated with  

Elsa Beskow's seasonal artwork

978-178250-205-0

hardback  |  £9.99

978-178250-006-3

hardback  |  £12.99

Elsa Beskow

978-178250-277-7

calendar  |  £9.99 (inc. VAT)

Still 
available!
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Translated from German  |  Age 1–3  |  180 x 153 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  12 pp  |  978-178250-379-8  |  board book  |  £5.99 |  19 January 2017
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Also by Daniela Drescher:
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Pippa and Pelle  
in the Summer Sun

DANIELA DRESCHER
It’s sunny summertime and Pippa and Pelle are looking forward to a 
season full of fun. With backpacks filled with tasty treats, they are ready 
for adventure.

On their trip they meet some new baby chicks, pick rosy apples and find 
a little mouse making his nest.

Daniela Drescher’s distinctive style brings the richness and vibrancy of 
nature to this colourful board book, which is perfect for little hands. 
Young children will love spending the summer with Pippa and Pelle.

Daniela Drescher was born in Munich and trained 
in art therapy. She is the author and illustrator of 
more than twenty books for children including  
In the Land of Fairies, In the Land of Elves,  
In the Land of Merfolk, What’s Hiding in There?, 
Merlina and the Magic Spell, Little Fairy Can’t 
Sleep, Little Fairy’s Christmas, Little Fairy’s 
Meadow Party and Lily the Little Princess (all 
Floris Books).

Translated from German  |  Age 1–3  |  180 x 153 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  12 pp  |  978-178250-379-8  |  board book  |  £5.99 |  19 January 2017

A delightful summer board book from the 
illustrator of In the Land of Fairies

Board Books

Also starring 
Pippa and Pelle:
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Age 1–3  |  180 x 153 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  12 pp  |  978-178250-383-5  |  board book  |  £5.99  |  19 January 2017

You might also like  
some of our other 

board books:
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Age 1–3  |  180 x 153 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  12 pp  |  978-178250-383-5  |  board book  |  £5.99  |  19 January 2017

Hello Bugs,  
What Do You Do?

LOES BOTMAN
This bright and lively board book introduces young children to a range 
of minibeasts and their special characteristics.

Loes Botman’s colourful and detailed illustrations bring the different 
insects – including a butterfly, ladybird, beetle, bee and dragonfly –  vividly 
to life, and the simple concepts and words make these books perfect for 
exploring with young children.

11

Loes Botman is an illustrator in the Netherlands. She 
has been widely exhibited and runs workshops. She 
is also the illustrator of Hello Animals, Where Do 
You Live?, Hello Animals, What Makes You Special? 
and Hello Farm, How Do You Do?

A colourful board book to introduce  
young children to the fascinating world  

of bugs and insects

Board Books

Also by Loes Botman:
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Age 3–6  |  216 x 235 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  32 pp  |  978-178250-377-4 (Gets Lost)  |  978-178250-378-1 (Fox)

hardback  |  £10.99 each  |  19 January 2017
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Two charming tales of an adventurous rabbit, 
from an award-winning author and illustrator

Ulf Nilsson is a multi-award-winning Swedish author 
who has written more than 100 children’s and picture 
books.

Eva Eriksson is one of Europe’s best-loved children’s 
illustrators, and her work has been recognised with 
many awards, including the Astrid Lindgren Prize. She 
lives and works in Dwell, near Stockholm.

Age 3–6  |  216 x 235 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  32 pp  |  978-178250-377-4 (Gets Lost)  |  978-178250-378-1 (Fox)

hardback  |  £10.99 each  |  19 January 2017
13

Also illustrated by  
Eva Eriksson:

Picture Books

Little Sister Rabbit   
Gets Lost

STORIES BY ULF NILSSON
ILLUSTRATIONS BY EVA ERIKSSON

Little Sister Rabbit wants to have an adventure without her clever big 
brother telling her what to do. But she’s having so much fun that she 
loses her way! Will Little Sister Rabbit be able to find her way home?

Little Sister Rabbit 
and the Fox
Little Sister Rabbit hops out of her burrow to play but something is not 
quite right. What is that odd smell? It’s a hungry fox cub! What will she do?
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Age 4–7  |  294 x 219 mm  |  32 pp  |  978-178250-382-8  |  hardback  |  £10.99  |  19 January 2017
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Age 4–7  |  294 x 219 mm  |  32 pp  |  978-178250-382-8  |  hardback  |  £10.99  |  19 January 2017

Rapunzel
STORY BY JACOB AND WILHELM GRIMM
ILLUSTRATIONS BY MAJA DUSÍKOVÁ

“Rapunzel, Rapunzel, let down your hair!”
Trapped at the top of a tall tower, every day Rapunzel throws down her 
long, long golden hair for her captor, the enchantress, to climb. Until one 
day the King’s son discovers Rapunzel and they fall in love. 

The prince and Rapunzel devise a plan to escape — but the enchantress 
discovers their scheme and chops off Rapunzel’s hair. Will the couple be 
parted forever? 

This classic fairy tale is wonderfully brought to life with colourful artwork 
by popular illustrator Maja Dusíková.

Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm, often known as the Brothers 
Grimm, were German professors whose collections of 
folk tales and fairy tales have been loved for generations.

Maja Dusíková was born in Slovakia in 1946. She has 
illustrated over forty books for children. She lives with 
her family in Florence, Italy. 

Maja Dusíková's delicate, colourful 
illustrations breathe new life  

into this classic fairy tale

15

Also illustrated by Maja Dusíková:

‘Dusíková’s pictures are full of 
soft edges and soft colours, with 
pretty architectual details and an 
assortment of castle denizens... 
A rendering to bring a smile or 
possibly a giggle.’

– Kirkus Review

Picture Books

A beautiful 
new version 
of the classic 

fairy tale
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978-086315-075-3

hardback  |  £10.99

978-178250-010-0

hardback  |  £9.99

978-086315-688-5

hardback  |  £10.99

978-178250-044-5

board book  |  £5.99

978-178250-178-7

hardback  |  £10.99

978-086315-946-6

hardback  |  £10.99
978-178250-259-3

hardback  |  £10.99

978-178250-037-7

hardback  |  £10.99
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Spring &
 Sum

m
er Favourites

New 
Edition!

978-086315-193-4

board book  |  £5.99

978-178250-174-9

paperback  |  £9.99

978-086315-789-9

paperback  |  £12.99

978-178250-039-1

paperback  |  £9.99

978-086315-106-4

hardback  |  £10.99
978-086315-228-3

hardback  |  £9.99

978-178250-176-3

hardback  |  £9.99

978-178250-244-9

hardback  |  £14.99
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Age 3–6  |  216 x 280 mm  |  colour illustrations  
32 pp  |  978-088010-528-6  |  paperback  

£9.99  |  NXX  |  Bell Pond Books

Winter, Awake!
LINDA KROLL 
& RUTH LIERBERHERR

This delightfully illustrated seasonal story 
teaches children about the coming of the 
seasons. 

The tired trees need to rest. Their fallen leaves 
have made a leafy blanket for the sleeping 
seeds. All the woodland creatures try to tell 
Winter their work is done. 

They scold and mock and urge, but Winter will 
not wake, until, at last, the round red ladybird 
in her small, soft voice whispers something 
gently in his ear — and mighty Winter wakes!

Age 8–11  |  254 x 178 mm  |  b & w illustrations  
160 pp  |  978-088010-562-0   paperback  |  

£11.99  |  NXX  |  Bell Pond Books

The Wise 
Enchanter

A Journey Through the Alphabet

SHELLEY DAVIDOW  
& KRYSTYNA KURZYCA

An exciting adventure story highlighting the 
importance of language. 

Words are disappearing from the world.  Four 
children from the corners of the earth have 
been sent on a quest to rediscover lost letters 
and unlock the treasure of language before 
wisdom and light vanish from the world 
altogether.

Age 5–7  |  254 x 203 mm  |  colour illustrations 
32 pp  |  978-162148-003-7  |  paperback  

£9.99  |  NXX  |  Bell Pond Books

The Knottles
NANCY MELLON  
& RUTH LIEBERHERR

This magical story highlights the importance 
of respecting nature. Two children have moved 
into their new home at the edge of a pine 
forest when they have the most surprising 
dream. Out of a large pinewood knot climb 
seven little Knottles, who are the guardians of 
the pine trees.

When the children wake up, they are inspired 
to plant pine tree seedlings with their parents, 
and they promise to take good care of all their 
trees for evermore.
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Picture and Story Books now
 available from

 Floris

Peter and Anneli’s 
Journey to the Moon

GERDT VON BASSEWITZ
ILLUSTRATED BY HANS BALUSCHEK

This classic German children’s tale 
of fantasy and adventure tells the 
story of how Peter and Anneli help Mr 
Zoomzeman, a June Bug, bring his leg 
back from the Moon.

Long ago, a thief – stealing wood in 
the forest – had accidentally cut off Mr 
Zoomzeman’s great-great-grandfather’s 
leg and was banished to the Moon. 
Unfortunately, he took it with him 
and, since then, the family of the 
Zoomzemans have all had only five 
legs. Only ‘two good children’ can get 
it back, so Mr. Zoomzeman, in search of 
goodness, finds Peter and Anneli.

The three set off together on an astonishing journey filled with marvellous 
encounters, fantastic beings and exciting events. 

Floris Books is delighted to announce 
that we are now the UK and 

European distributor for a wide 
selection of children's books from 

Bell Pond and Steiner Books.

You can order these books from 
BookSource in the usual way 

with your other Floris titles. 

Available from 1st January 2017.

Age 8–11  |  260 x 210 mm  |  colour & b/w illustrations  |  120 pp     
978-088010-584-2  |  hardback  |  £13.99  |  NXX  |  Bell Pond Books  

German 
Bestseller

(See overleaf and p. 33)
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The Beejum Book 
ALICE O. HOWELL

This insightful book explores a child's instinct to use imagination to 
offer comfort and deal with anxiety. 

With her parents often working, Teak can get very lonely. To comfort 
Teak when they are apart, her mother tells her that they can meet 
in the imaginary world Teak has created.

Teak’s travels to this magical realm bring her face-to-face with 
Lonesome, a well-attired rabbit; Figg Newton, the alchemist; the 
witches Rudintruda and Idy Fix; Gezeebius, the Wise Old Man; and 
many other fascinating characters.

Through this enchanting tale, Alice O. Howell suggests that within 
us are many worlds as real and compelling as the one we know 
outside. Partly autobiographical, The Beejum Book explores a child’s 
instinct to use imagination to offer comfort and deal with anxiety, 
an impulse that we can all be inspired by.

Age 8–11  |  216 x 140mm  |  304 pp  |  978-088010-729-7    
paperback  |  £14.99  |  NXX  |  Bell Pond Books 

20

Lara's First Christmas 
ALICE O. HOWELL
ILLUSTRATED BY MAGGIE MAILER

A warm, luminous story about the real meaning of Christmas, filled 
with charming illustrations.

Young Lara, along with her refugee parents, finds herself marooned 
in an isolated little hotel in snowbound Norway before World War 
II. Left all alone, she meets two eccentric, elderly English men, who 
teach her to ski, and the wise, grandfatherly carpenter Andreas, who 
teaches her that Christmas really is a universal event, open to every 
heart and every faith.

Alice O. Howell (1922-2014) was born in Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
A world traveller from a young age, she studied Jungian depth 
psychology and astrology for thirty years, and was the author of 
seven books, including two books for children, The Beejum Book 
and Lara’s First Christmas. 

Maggie Mailer is a painter living and working in New York State 
whose work has been shown internationally.

Age 5–7  |  280 x 216 mm  |   colour illustrations  |  32 pp  |  978-162148-014-3  |  hardback |  £12.99  |  NXX  |  Steiner Books 
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Available from 
Floris from  
1 Jan 2017

Age 8–11  |  229 x 152mm  |  b/w illustrations  |  48 pp
978-088010-553-8  |  paperback  |  £7.99  |  NXX  |  Bell Pond Books
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Jonathan's Journey
ELIZABETH L. LOMBARDI

It’s Christmas Eve and it has been snowing all day. Jonathan is in bed 
with a cold. Just as he is closing his sleepy eyes, a little dwarf appears 
and invites him to the Inside Land, where he meets Father Christmas. 
He has a message for Jonathan, and also makes a promise to Squirrel, 
Rabbit, Bird and Mouse, who cannot find any food in the snowy woods.

On Christmas morning Jonathan feels better and can’t wait to play with 
his new sled. But is there something he’s forgetting?

Jonathan remembers the hungry animals out in the snow and fills his 
new sled with nuts, seeds, carrots and all sorts of good things for them 
to eat. Everyone will have a Merry Christmas.

Picture and Story Books now
 available from

 Floris

Age 5–7  |  280 x 216 mm  |   colour illustrations  |  32 pp  |  978-162148-014-3  |  hardback |  £12.99  |  NXX  |  Steiner Books 

Elizabeth L. Lombardi is an experienced art 
teacher who has taught in Waldorf schools (New 
York, New Jersey and Massachusetts) as well as 
in the College of New Jersey and Mercer County 
Community College. She was president of the 
Garden State Watercolor Society and won awards 
for her artwork.

A colourful Christmas tale beautifully 
illustrated by an award-winning artist

You might also like:

Available from 
Floris from  
1 Jan 2017
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Libby Finds Vegan 
Sanctuary 

JULIA FELIZ BRUECK
This first board book for little vegan readers tells the story of 
how a turkey inspires compassion and ultimately finds safety.

Based on a real-life rescued turkey, Libby, the book helps young 
children understand the meaning of sanctuary, and lightly 
explores the idea of preventing the harm of other living beings.

The colourful chunky pages and simple story are perfect for 
little hands.

Julia Feliz Brueck studied biological sciences and latterly art 
illustration. She has been an ethical vegan since 2008, but has 
always loved drawing non-human animals. 

Age 1–4  |  178 x 127 mm  |  colour illus  |  978-194018-431-9   
board book  |  £6.99  |  NXX  |  Vegan Publishers  |  26 Jan 2017

Dave Loves Pigs 
CARLOS PATIÑO

Dave is a quirky monster from another planet, who knows all 
sorts of fun and interesting facts about animals. When he comes 
to Earth, he can't believe that people eat pigs. Dave really loves 
pigs and wants them all to be happy and free.

This fun, lighthearted book, full of bright colours and friendly 
illustrations, is ideal for parents who want to introduce or 
reinforce to their children a more compassionate way of treating 
animals.

Carlos Patiño is an illustrator and graphic designer. His veganism 
inspires his creative work.

Age 5–8  |  203 x 178 mm  |  154 pp  |  paperback  |  978-158420-991-1  |  b & w illustrations  |  £9.99  |  NXX  |  Lindisfarne Books  |  28 April 2017  Want Vegan non-fiction? See p. 50

NEW!

Also available: Dave the monster loves chickens too!

Also available: A colourful adventure 
promoting kindness to animals

NEW!

Age 4–8  |  224 x 318 mm  |  colour illus  |  44 pp  |   978-194018-432-6  
hardback  |  £13.99  |  NXX  |  Vegan Publishers  |  26 Jan 2017
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Scoochie sent the thought “Hello, you have a lovely house.” 
But no thought came back-only deep quiet. 

Then Scoochie went closer, she sniffed. Scoochie stretched 
out a little pink paw, and touched  - a Teddy bear. 

The bear’s eyes were shiny black. The bear had a stitched-on 
smile and a plump tummy. 

Scoochie said, “You are my special, quiet friend,” and she 
jumped onto the Teddy bear's lap. Scoochie was so pleased with 
herself. 

“I will come visit you again, my quiet friend,” she said. 

“I promise,” said Scoochie. 
Scoochie squeezed into the kitchen through the gas pipe hole 

and listened carefully behind the stove. She heard the tick-tock 
of the clock. She heard the tiny creaks of the house, all held 
within a big silence. 

Scoochie ventured out. She ran under the table, and she ran 
through the front hall. She ran under the couch in the living 
room. There she found two old pieces of buttered popcorn that 
had fallen during storytime. She ate them with joy. 

Scoochie peeked out from under the couch and saw stairs go-
ing up, up, up. So, up went Scoochie.

 The woolly rug made it easy for Scoochie to avoid the 
slippery wood part of the steps. Up, up, up Scoochie went until 
she was in the hall. 

At one end was a bathroom. All the bedrooms were along the 
hall. Scoochie ran and peeked into each room. She sniffed. 

When Scoochie saw the dollhouse in Jessica’s room, she let 
out an excited little squeak. She was careful not to let a poop slip 
out, even though she was so excited.

Everything in the dollhouse was just Scoochie’s size. She sat 
on a chair at the table. She sniffed at a dish with a eucalyptus 
button on it. She liked the fragrance, and gave it a deep sniff. 

Then Scoochie saw the dollhouse stairs. They looked so easy 
to climb. She went right up and found a little bed. 

Scoochie stopped. Someone was sitting in the corner, and 
the someone was staring right at her. The someone was very 
quiet. 

23

The Adventures of 
Scoochie Mouse

THERESA ROACH MELIA
ILLUSTRATED BY MARCIA A. NILSSON

Scoochie, like all mice, is a quiet creature, careful in her comings and 
goings. She likes nothing better than to sleep beneath the warm feathers 
of her best-hen-friend, Henrietta.

This gentle story for young children follows Scoochie, and her animal 
and gnome friends, through the seasons of the year with a series of 
adventures specifically designed to be read aloud.

This is a healing story for our times which explores important values: 
a deep reverence for nature, kindness towards all creatures, love and 
goodness. Developed in a Steiner-Waldorf setting, parents and teachers 
alike will find the story enriching and affirming at home or in the 
classroom.

Story Books

Age 5–8  |  203 x 178 mm  |  154 pp  |  paperback  |  978-158420-991-1  |  b & w illustrations  |  £9.99  |  NXX  |  Lindisfarne Books  |  28 April 2017  

Theresa Roach Melia was a Waldorf kindergarten 
teacher for many years.

Marcia Ellyn Nilsson has been involved in Waldorf 
education for over forty years.

A collection of enriching seasonal 
stories which have been specially 

designed to be read aloud

Want Vegan non-fiction? See p. 50

NEW!
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24 229 x 210 mm  |  over 200 colour illustrations  |  120 pp  |  978-178250-375-0  |  paperback  |  £14.99 | 19 January 2017

You might also like these 
seasonal activity books:

Look out for Autumn and Winter 
Activities Come Rain or Shine, 
available from September 2017
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Spring and Summer 
Activities  
Come Rain or Shine

Seasonal Crafts and Games for Children

EDITED BY STEFANIE PFISTER
Race handmade boats, build an insect hotel and create wildflower Easter 
eggs, all while learning about the natural world — whatever the weather.

This practical and brightly illustrated book is packed with indoor and 
outdoor crafts and activities, plus fun facts, to entertain and engage 
curious children during the spring and summer months.

All the activities encourage an exploration of nature, from streams and 
moss, to butterflies and dandelions. Children will love finding out about 
the natural world through play and creation whether at home or in the 
classroom.

This wide-ranging book will provide inspiration for parents and teachers 
working with children aged four and up. Most activities can be enjoyed 
both individually and in groups. Stefanie Pfister is a craft professional living in 

Germany. She works for a bestselling craft magazine.

229 x 210 mm  |  over 200 colour illustrations  |  120 pp  |  978-178250-375-0  |  paperback  |  £14.99 | 19 January 2017

Children will love discovering the natural 
world with these practical and fun activities 

for both indoors and out

Crafts &
 Activities
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You may also 
be interested 

in our wide 
selection of 
craft books:
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Making Natural  
Felt Animals

ROTRAUD REINHARD
Bring animals from the farm, countryside and wood to life with the 
magic of feltcraft. 

This beautifully presented book guides readers through the creation of 
their own three-dimensional felt creatures from raw wool batting, using 
Rotraud Reinhard’s unique ‘building-up’ method. 

From lazy cats to jumping squirrels, tiny mice to majestic deer, this 
richly illustrated book offers step-by-step instructions for more than  
25 different projects. 

As individual animals or in a seasonal tableau, these natural-looking 
creatures will enrich any home or classroom.

Rotraud Reinhard was born in Germany in 1961. She 
started felting in 1989 and developed the technique 
that makes three-dimensional felting possible. She 
runs felting courses in her own workshop and gives 
lessons in schools and kindergartens. She is the author 
of several books on felting including A Felt Farm 
(Floris Books).

229 x 210 mm  |  600 colour illustrations  |  172 pp  |  978-178250-376-7  |  paperback  |  £14.99 | 19 January 2017

Create a whole host of beautiful felt animals 
with clear, step-by-step instructions

Crafts &
 Activities
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More books on Child Health and Development (also available as eBooks):
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‘It's a long time since I have 
found a book which is not only 
a fascinating read, but one 
which is very parent-friendly, 
and not at all dogmatic.’

— KINDLING

978-178250-248-7

paperback  |  £7.99

978-178250-268-5

paperback  |  £9.99

978-086315-762-2

paperback  |  £7.99

978-178250-213-5

paperback  |  £14.99
978-178250-055-1

paperback  |  £14.99

978-178250-164-0

paperback  |  £14.99

978-086315-574-1

paperback  |  £9.99

978-086315-862-9

paperback  |  £9.99
978-178250-128-2

paperback  |  £14.99
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29198 x 130 mm  |  136 pp  |  978-178250-372-9  |  paperback  |  £7.99  |  20 April 2017

Helping Children 
Form Healthy 
Attachments

Building the Foundation  
for Strong Lifelong Relationships

LOIS EIJGENRAAM
Safety, feeling at home, trust, self-confidence, creativity, and comfort in 
exploring their environment are attributes all children should possess.

From an early age, children form attachments that become the foundation 
of their future relationships. Strong bonds with parents, educators and 
the world around them can only begin with a healthy attachment to 
themselves.

With practical tips and real-life examples from an experienced educator, 
this insightful book explores how the process of healthy attachment 
develops in young children (until 6 years old), what conditions are needed, 
and how carers and educators can help in this important process.

Also available as an eBook:
978-178250-399-6  |  £6.99 (inc VAT) 

Lois Eijgenraam was born in 1965 in the Netherlands. 
She has been a kindergarten teacher for over 30 years 
and also works as an educational consultant and lecturer.

An insightful and practical book exploring 
how young children build the foundations 

for future relationships

Child H
ealth and D

evelopm
ent
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978-158420-999-7

paperback  |  £9.99

978-193636-770-2

paperback  |  £16.99

978-178250-269-2

paperback  |  £14.99

978-178250-249-4

paperback  |  £14.99

978-193684-933-8

paperback  |  £12.99

978-193636-759-7

paperback  |  £16.99

978-178250-319-4

paperback  |  £6.99

978-193684-930-7

paperback  |  £12.99
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Floris 
Books

New Steiner-Waldorf 
education books
Floris Books has the widest selection of 
Steiner-Waldorf education books and textbooks in the UK. We 
publish books for Waldorf teachers, pupils and parents as well 
as books on Special Education. 

We're delighted to be the UK and European distributor of 
books by Waldorf Publications, WECAN, Living Arts Books and 
Orion. We also publish in partnership with the Steiner Waldorf 
Schools Fellowship.

Read on for information about the Making Maths Meaningful 
series, Famke Zonnevald's bestselling Waldorf Alphabet Book 
(newly available from Floris), insightful books on education 
from Orion, and more.

You can view our entire extensive collection in our Steiner-
Waldorf education catalogue online at www.florisbooks.co.uk.

see p. 33 see p. 39see p. 35
978-178250-170-1

paperback  |  £14.99

978-193684-934-5

paperback  |  £16.99
31

978-178250-200-5

paperback  |  £14.99

978-178250-214-2

paperback  |  £14.99

Steiner-W
aldorf Education
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Robert Neumann was born in Berlin in 1970. 
He has taught in Waldorf schools in Germany 
for many years, including teacher training, and 
is the author and editor of many maths books.

Topics in Mathematics  
for the 10th, 11th and  
12th Grade 

Based on Teaching Practices in Waldorf Schools

EDITED BY ROBERT NEUMANN
The Mathematics for the High School series has been specifically designed 
for maths teachers in Waldorf schools. The books offer new sources of 
inspiration for those who've taught maths courses many times before, 
as well as vital guidance and insight for those newer to maths teaching.

Each book offers broad and helpful historical and background perspectives 
on mathematics, as well as many practical, hands-on exercises, hints and 
teaching tips.

Written by experienced maths teachers, these books cover all maths 
lesson blocks for each year group in Waldorf schools, offering a broad 
theoretical perspective on teaching maths.

10th Grade:  978-1936367-91-7  |  184 pp

11th Grade:  978-1936367-11-5  |  288 pp

12th Grade:  978-1936367-92-4  |  192 pp
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32 244 x 170 mm  |  paperback  |  £20.00 each  |  NXX  |  Waldorf Publications  |  27 January 2017

Essential 
background 

reading 
 for Waldorf 

teachers

NEW!
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A Teacher's Source Book  
for Mathematics in Classes 6–8 
Experienced maths teacher and consultant Jamie York believes that a 
love of learning comes through the teacher, so his books are committed 
to supporting teachers in developing their classroom skills and to 
fostering a love of maths in their students. 

240 x 208 mm  |  192 pp  |  978-178250-318-7 
paperback  |  £20.00  |  NNA 

A Student's Workbook  
for Mathematics in Class 6, 7 and 8
These student workbooks contain practice questions, with room for 
working, on all the topics a student needs to cover in Steiner-Waldorf 
Classes 6, 7 and 8. 

297 x 210 mm  |  paperback  |  NNA

Steiner-W
aldorf Teacher Resources

244 x 170 mm  |  paperback  |  £20.00 each  |  NXX  |  Waldorf Publications  |  27 January 2017

Making Maths Meaningful
JAMIE YORK

Practical guides 
for Waldorf 

teachers

Also available: 
10-book class 

packs with 
answer book!Also available as classroom 10-packs with teacher’s answer booklet:

Class 6
978-178250-346-0
£50.00

Class 8
978-178250-348-4
£50.00

Class 7
978-178250-347-7
£70.00

Class 6:  978-178250-319-4  |  60 pp  |  £6.99

Class 7:  978-178250-320-0  |  112 pp  |  £9.99

Class 8:  978-178250-321-7  |  60 pp  |  £6.99
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Age 7–9  |  241 x 191 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  64 pp  |  978-088010-559-0  |  paperback  |  £11.99  |  NXX  |  Bell Pond Books

Let's Dance and Sing
Rhythmic Games for  
the Early Childhood Years

FREYA JAFFKE
Movement and singing are essential elements of the Waldorf 
kindergarten daily rhythm and routine. In this concise but rich 
book, Freya Jaffke, a veteran kindergarten teacher, discusses the 
role of movement and singing and presents a collection of lively 
games in the pentatonic scale.

165 x 190 mm  |  100 pp  |  978-193684-936-9  |  paperback 
£14.99  |  NXX  |  WECAN  |  28 April 2017

Word Mastery Primer
For First and Second Graders

EDITED BY HUGH RENWICK
This book is a wonderful teacher resource for helping children learn 
to read.

The Word Mastery Primer empowers teachers to organise sounds and 
words into families, and to invent picture-filled stories which bring the 
sounds of words and phonemes to life for children learning to read. 
The lovely short stories allow children to practise the sound families 
they’ve learned.

This book has been used in manuscript form for teacher training in 
the Education Department at Antioch, New England, for many years. 
It’s a gem of a reading primer which has helped hundreds of teachers 
decide on the most memorable approach to putting sounds together 
with letters.

280 x 216 mm  |  128 pp  |  978-1936367-87-0  |  paperback     
£12.99  |  NXX  |  Waldorf Publications  |  27 January 2017
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Hugh Renwick has decades of experience as a Waldorf class teacher, and 
teacher trainer. He is well known for his creativity and storytelling skills.

Freja Jaffke was born in 1937. She worked at Reutlingen kindergarten in 
Germany for many years and lectured throughout the world in teacher 
training colleges. She is the author of fourteen books and has sold over 
a quarter of a million copies worldwide.
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Famke Zonneveld (1938–2005) was an art 
teacher and an artist born in Indonesia. She 
taught crafts and the history of architecture at 
the Rudolf Steiner School in NYC and studied 
Goethe’s colour theories with Donald Hall, a 
student of Beppe Assenza. Her works are in 
numerous public and private collections.

Waldorf  
Alphabet Book

FAMKE ZONNEVELD
'The playful artistry of the Waldorf Alphabet Book speaks to the heart 
of childhood. Each page is a magical door, opening to the bright realm 
where stories are enacted, a realm of wonders accessible to children, 
artists, and all those in whom the light of imagination shines.'
— William Ward

In this delightful, bestselling alphabet and game book for young children, 
each consonant and vowel comes to life in vivid pictures that show each 
letter’s unique qualities in the world. The vibrant and playful illustrations 
help children learn the alphabet in the most natural and living way. This 
new expanded paperback edition includes a complete essay by master 
Waldorf teacher William Ward, ’Learning to Read and Write in Waldorf 
Schools’.

This is an alphabet book for parents and teachers who want to encourage 
the most natural development in children. It is ideal for use at home 
and in the classroom.

Age 7–9  |  241 x 191 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  64 pp  |  978-088010-559-0  |  paperback  |  £11.99  |  NXX  |  Bell Pond Books

Steiner-W
aldorf Teacher Resources

A unique, bestselling alphabet book 
which encourages natural language 

development in children

Available from 
Floris from  
1 Jan 2017

See also pages 18–21 for more 
Bell Pond and Steiner Books 
children's titles now available 
from Floris.
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Three Plays  
for Small Classes

Robin Hood; The Philosopher's Stone;  
The Silver Shoes

VIVIAN JONES SCHMIDT
The value of drama in the classroom for educational depth 
and social unity is well known, but teachers in lower school 
and middle school can sometimes struggle to find suitable  
playscripts for their classes, especially smaller classes. This book 
offers three inventive plays which work for small casts and bring 
the audience into the action. 

228 x 152 mm  |  80 pp  |  978-194358-203-7  |  paperback 
£14.99  |  NXX  |  Waldorf Publications  |  28 April 2017

Chapters from  
Ancient History

EDITED BY DOROTHY HARRER
The contemporary culture, language and artistic sensibilities of the west 
originated and were shaped by the ancient cultures that are vividly 
explored in this book. Dorothy Harrer, a skilful storyteller, has compiled 
a rich collection of insights into the cultures of Ancient India, Persia, 
Babylon, Mesopotamia, Egypt and Greece. 

For each civilisation, she illuminates their rise and decline through 
pictures, biographies and poetic samplings, linking their ancient wisdom, 
spirituality, literature and illustrious people to our current times.

This is an invaluable book for Waldorf teachers in Class 5 or Class 10, and 
for anyone interested in the evolution of western civilisation. It could be 
used as a reader for students aged thirteen and up.

254 x 178 mm  |  152 pp  |  978-193636-789-4  |  paperback 
£14.99  |  NXX  |  Waldorf Publications  |  27 January 2017

You may also be interested in:

Drama at the Heart
978-178250-269-2
paperback  |  £14.99

Nativity Plays for Children
978-178250-116-9
paperback  |  £16.99
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Love as the  
Source of Education

The Life Work of Helmut von Kügelgen

EDITED BY SUSAN HOWARD
Helmut von Kügelgen was a champion of the Waldorf early 
childhood movement and a steadfast supporter of its growth 
in North America. In celebration of the centenary of his birth, 
WECAN presents this collection of some of his articles, lectures, 
and essays to carry with us into the future, always keeping in mind 
his central theme: love as the source of education.

228 x 152 mm  |  134 pp  |  978-193684-935-2  |  paperback 
£12.99  |  NXX  |  WECAN  |  27 January 2017

Waldorf Early  
Childhood Education

An Introductory Reader

EDITED BY SHANNON HONIGBLUM
This comprehensive collection of essays addresses all the key 
aspects of Waldorf early years education: its history, the developing 
child, the rhythm of the day, activities, language, storytelling and 
puppetry, and the young child and the spiritual world.

This is a revised, newly edited edition of two previously available 
publications, An Overview of the Waldorf Kindergarten, and A 
Deeper Understanding of the Waldorf Kindergarten, with the 
addition of other relevant contributions.

228 x 152 mm  |  256 pp  |  978-193684-937-6  |  paperback 
£16.99  |  NXX  |  WECAN  |  28 April 2017

Early Childhood Education

Shannon Honigblum was a Waldorf class teacher and high school 
teacher before moving to the kindergarten at Austin Waldorf 
School, Texas. She is the founded of a Waldorf-inspired education 
non-profit organisation in New York City, and is the author of 
Making a Family Home (Steiner Books, 2010) under the name 
Shannon Honeybloom.

Helmut von Kügelgen (1916-1998) spent thirty years as a teacher 
at the original Waldorf school in Stuttgart and was a founder of 
the International Association of Waldorf Kindergartens. He also 
served as the director of the Waldorf Kindergarten Seminar in 
Stuttgart and was a steadfast supporter of early years education 
in North America.
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A Practical Guide to 
Curative Education

The Ladder of the Seven Life Processes

ROBYN BROWN
Steiner-Waldorf education is based on the principle of seeing every 
child as an individual — nothing is ‘normal’ or ‘abnormal’; labelling 
children doesn’t help. Drawing on the ideas of Rudolf Steiner’s 
pioneering Curative Education course, this book goes back to basics 
and examines the potential benefits of this unique educational 
approach in today’s classrooms, where growing numbers of children 
are being diagnosed with mental and behavioural disorders. 

Robyn Brown, an experienced teacher, argues that this approach 
can lead to calmer, more productive learning spaces and children 
who develop into rounded individuals, ready to become responsible 
and creative citizens.

229 x 152 mm  |  180 pp  |  978-158420-982-9  |  paperback    
£12.99  |  LNXX  |  Lindisfarne Books  |  27 January 2017

Helping Children  
On Their Way

Educational Support for the Classroom

EDITED BY ELIZABETH AUER
Children who have difficulties learning in standard ways need extra 
support in the classroom. It can sometimes be difficult for teachers 
to know which technique might be best suited for a particular child 
or learning difficulty.

This vibrantly illustrated collection of articles written by teachers, 
therapists, doctors and adult educators explains and explores a 
different approach, with the goal of helping to improve every 
child's abilities. An accessible compendium that will be valued by 
all class teachers. 

216 x 280 mm  |  200 colour illus  |  314 pp  |  978-194358-202-0 
paperback  |  £20.00  |  NXX  |  Waldorf Publications  |  28 April 2017

Robyn Brown is the founder of the Mulberry Farm center for curative 
education. She trained with René Querido and teaches at various 
teacher training institutes, offering courses for Waldorf teachers 
who want to deepen their knowledge of Rudolf Steiner’s curative 
education work.

Elizabeth Auer has a background in illustration and design, and has 
illustrated several books. She was a Waldorf class teacher, and runs 
Waldorf arts workshops. She is also the author of Learning about 
the World Through Modeling, and Creative Pathways. She lives in 
New Hampshire.
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Leave No Child Inside
A Selection of Essays from Orion Magazine

EDITED BY H. EMERSON BLAKE
Many children today spend their time inside, glued to screens 
while nature education and unstructured time outdoors have 
fallen by the wayside. If children are not given opportunities 
to connect with the natural world, who will be the stewards of 
the future? The authors featured in this collection are part of 
an education movement that proposes a radical reconnection of 
children and nature through learning. By doing so, they argue, 
we build a society of better citizens — citizens empowered to 
fight for the places and communities they have come to love.

214 x 138 mm  |  152 pp  |  978-193571-308-1  
paperback  |  £9.99  |  NXX  |  Orion  |  19 January 2017

Place-Based Education
Connecting Classrooms and Communities

DAVID SOBEL
Place-based education has a simple proposition: bring education 
back into the neighbourhood. It's about children being out and 
about, learning in context and through real-world settings.

This book represents a comprehensive review of place-based 
education, its theory and its practice. It draws on academic 
research, practical examples and step-by-step strategies taken 
from a variety of classrooms. David Sobel, an expert in the field, 
argues for the local community and environment as the starting 
place for curriculum learning, strengthening community bonds, 
appreciation for the natural world, and a commitment to citizen 
engagement.

214 x 138 mm  |  156 pp  |  978-193571-305-0   
paperback  |  £9.99  |  NXX  |  Orion  |  19 January 2017

Education

David Sobel lectures in education at Antioch University, New 
Hampshire. He consults and speaks widely on child development 
and place-based education for schools and other organisations. 
He is the author of several books and many articles on the subject 
of children and nature.

H. Emerson ('Chip') Blake is an ecologist who has been editor-
in-chief of Orion Magazine since 2005. In 2016 he received an 
honorary doctorate in Environmental Sciences from the State 
University of New York. Originally from Philadelphia, he lives in 
Housatonic, Massachusetts, US.

Insightful books on education from 
Orion, now distributed by Floris.  
Find more Orion books on page 49.
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978-178250-167-1

paperback  |  £20.00

978-178250-057-5

paperback  |  £14.99

Also as 
an eBook

978-178250-247-0

paperback  |  £14.99

978-178250-267-8

paperback  |  £14.99

978-178250-061-2

paperback  |  £16.99

Also as 
an eBook

978-178250-331-6

paperback  |  £7.99

978-178250-046-9

paperback  |  £14.99

978-178250-270-8

hardback  |  £50.00
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Floris 
BooksNew Non-fiction Books

What's new?

Welcome to the non-fiction section of our catalogue. You 
may have noticed that we're not flipping our catalogue any 
more, so read on for details of our upcoming non-fiction 
releases.

Our new titles include an insightful discussion on the 
significance of the changing date of Easter (see p. 47) as 
well as the first ever illustrated guide to eurythmy gestures 
(see p. 45).

You will also find our annual Stargazers' Almanac for 2018 
on p. 43 and the latest book from the Karl König Archive, 
a collection of plays written for performance in Camphill 
communities on p. 46.

see p.43 see p.41see p.45978-178250-317-0

paperback  |  £16.99

978-178250-333-0

paperback  |  £25.00 41

978-178250-286-9

paperback  |  £8.99

978-178250-315-6

paperback  |  £20.00

N
on-fiction H

ighlights

Also as 
an eBook

New 
edition
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You may also be interested in  
our other astronomy titles:

eBook 
exclusive

August 2017 is 
the last major 

chance to view a 
solar eclipse until 

2026!
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C43306 x 426 mm  |  colour charts  |  32 pp  |  978-178250-412-2  |  ISSN: 2040-5502  |  large-format paperback  |  £14.99  |  18 May 2017

Stargazers’ Almanac 
2018

A Monthly Guide to the Stars and Planets

BOB MIZON
Explore the night skies with this beautiful illustrated monthly guide to 
the stars and planets.

This large-format almanac allows you to step outside and track the 
planets, locate the Milky Way, recognise the constellations of the zodiac 
and watch meteor showers.

Stargazers’ Almanac 2018 is a beautiful month-by-month guide to 
the night skies. It’s designed specifically for naked-eye astronomy – no 
telescope required! – making it ideal for beginners, children and backyard 
astronomers. 

Suitable for astronomy enthusiasts throughout the Northern Hemisphere’s 
temperate latitudes.

‘A very good, very useful Almanac.’
— SIR PATRICK MOORE

‘Practical, nice to look at and suitable for all 
levels of skywatcher.'
— POPULAR ASTRONOMY

Astronom
y

43

The authoritative monthly guide to the stars 
and planets for naked-eye astronomers

Bob Mizon, MBE, is co-ordinator of the Campaign for Dark 
Skies. He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical 
Society in 1985, and has been associated with the Wessex 
Astronomical Society in various offices for many years. 
Since 1996, he has provided a full-time mobile planetarium 
service to south central England, and has taken the 
experience of the night sky to nearly 80,000 people, mostly 
schoolchildren.

A great 
gift!
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More books on 
eurythmy:

Also as 
eBooks

You might 
also be 
interested in 
some of our 
holistic health 
titles:

Over 180 
illustrations

Step-by-step 
instructions 

for 24  
gestures
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C45240 x 190 mm  |  180 colour illustrations  |  168 pp  |  978-178250-373-6  |  paperback  |  £14.99  |  20 April 2017

Everyday Eurythmy
An Illustrated Guide to Discovering Balance and 
Self-Healing through Movement

BARBARA TAPFER  
AND ANNETTE WEISSKIRCHER

It has long been recognised that we can direct powerful physical and 
mental changes within ourselves through specific movements of our 
bodies, as stated by advocates of yoga and tai chi.

Eurythmy therapy is a compelling method of restoring balance and 
harmony to the human body, and stimulating self-healing, through 
healthy movement.

In eurythmy therapy, bodily movements, or ‘gestures’, are living and 
rhythmic. Their power is drawn out by combining them into movement 
that positively influences body, soul and spirit. 

In this unique book, the movements of basic eurythmy therapy are 
captured for the first time with dynamic photographs. The authors, who 
are experienced eurythmists, describe and illustrate the core speech-sound 
exercises: vowel exercises, consonant exercises and soul exercises, which 
include love, hope and sympathy.

This book is not a replacement for a qualified eurythmy therapist, but 
is intended as guidance and orientation for patients practising on their 
own, perhaps after a few initial sessions with a therapist, or for more 
experienced eurythmists.

H
olistic H

ealth

45

Introducing the first illustrated guide 
to eurythmy gestures

Barbara Tapfer was born in 1977 in the South Tyrol in 
Northern Italy. She studied eurythmy at Dornach, The 
Hague and Järna, and now runs a private eurythmy 
practice.

Professor Annette Weisskircher was born in 1955 in Bonn 
and studied eurythmy and eurythmy therapy. She has 
worked for many years in private practice. She created 
the first eurythmy master’s program at Alanus University.
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Karl König (1902–66) was well-known as a physician, 
author and lecturer. In 1940 he founded the Camphill 
Movement in Scotland. Based on the educational ideas 
of Rudolf Steiner, these special education schools for 
children, and villages for adults with special needs, are 
now established all over the world.

Plays for the  
Festivals of the Year

KARL KÖNIG
Karl König’s plays for the festivals of the year are arguably his most 
original creations. Written to be performed in Camphill communities, 
they show a deep understanding of the Christian festivals.

With one exception, all fourteen plays were written during the early years 
of the Camphill movement, and König’s hope was that their performance 
would help bring communities together. Since then, the plays have been 
translated into many languages and performed in Camphill and other 
communities around the world.

This is the first time that the original texts of all the plays have been 
published together. They are presented with an introduction and 
commentary by series editor Richard Steel, alongside fascinating 
performance photographs.Karl König's plays, designed to be  

performed by Camphill communities,  
are collected here for the first time More from the 

Karl König archive:
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C47216 x 138 mm  |  128 pp  |  978-178250-400-9  |  paperback  |  £9.99  |  19 January 2017

Why Is Easter  
a Movable Feast?

The Spiritual Significance  
of the Changing Date of Easter

WALTHER BÜHLER
The date of Easter is different every year. Not only does the date change 
because Easter is always on a Sunday, but also because it’s always the 
Sunday after the first full moon after the spring equinox. That means it 
can be anytime between March 22 and April 25.

This book explores the significance of keeping Easter as a movable 
festival. Based on his research into the importance of rhythm for human 
health and wellbeing, physician Walter Bühler demonstrates a profound 
connection between the complex rhythms of the sun and the moon and 
the historical events of Christ’s death and resurrection. 

Christian Spirituality

47

An insightful exploration of why the date  
of Easter should change each year

Walther Bühler (1913-95) was a German 
physician who specialised in Goethean research. 
He was the founder of the Paracelsus Clinic in 
southern Germany. He lectured widely and was 
known for being able to explain complex science 
in a clear, lucid way.

216 x 138 mm  |  448 pp  |  978-178250-374-3  |  paperback  |  £25.00  |  18 May 2017
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214 x 138 mm  |  134 pp  |  978-193571-310-4 

paperback  |  £9.99  |  NXX  |  Orion 
19 January 2017

Animals  
and People

A Selection of Essays from  
Orion Magazine

EDITED BY H. EMMERSON BLAKE
Perhaps nothing illuminates the complexity of 
our relationship to the natural world better 
than the relationship between people and 
animals. 

The essays collected here explore these 
contradictions in all their difficulty, but they 
also celebrate our connection to the animal 
world and provide a model for how we might 
respect and revere our fellow animals more 
deeply.

214 x 138 mm  |  108 pp  |  978-193571-302-9 
paperback  |  £9.99  |  NXX  |  Orion 

19 January 2017

Wonder and Other  
Survival Skills

A Selection of Essays from  
Orion Magazine

EDITED BY H. EMMERSON BLAKE
This insightful collection of essays argues that 
cultivating a sense of wonder is an essential 
part of our lives if we're to be connected to 
the things that really matter. The essays are 
testaments to the power of beauty and the 
importance of humility — and a deep belief, 
even amid darkness and uncertainty, in 
wonder's essential role in our lives.

229 x 152 mm  |  324 pp  |  978-158420-980-5 
paperback  |  £20.00  |  NXX  

Lindisfarne Books   |  27 January 2017

Love and the 
Evolution of 
Consciousness

A Study of the Transformation of the 
Human Soul, the Double, and the Spirit

KAREN L. RIVERS
Inspired by the work of Rudolf Steiner 
and Valentin Tomberg, the author presents 
insights and strategies for understanding and 
transforming impure aspects of one's self to 
cultivate heart thinking.
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To Eat with Grace
A Selection of Essays from Orion Magazine

EDITED BY H. EMMERSON BLAKE

What does it mean to 'eat with grace'? 
The writers whose essays and poems 
are collected here have many answers, 
but they all come back to something 
essential: connection — with each 
other, with our inner selves, with the 
earth that sustains us. 

Whether foraging, baking or gardening, 
digging their hands into the soil of 
their backyards or being seduced by the 
exotic fruits of a far-off place, these 
writers praise the sensuous and spiritual 
ways that our food can nourish us. 

H. Emerson ('Chip') Blake is an ecologist who has been editor-in-chief of 
Orion Magazine since 2005. His work has won many awards, including the 
PEN Literary Award and the New York Times Notable Books of the Year. In 
2016 he received an honorary doctorate from the State University of New 
York. Originally from Philadelphia, he currently lives in Massachusetts.

Floris Books is delighted to  
announce that we are the new  

UK and European distributor for  
US publisher Orion. 

The Orion Reader Series 
collects landmark essays from 
Orion magazine into thematic 

volumes for easy reading 
and new insights.

You can order these books  
from BookSource in the usual way  

with your other Floris titles. 

Call 0845 370 0067 to stock up now.

You can find more Orion books  
on education on p. 39

214 x 138 mm  |  108 pp  |  978-193571-311-1  |  paperback 
£9.99  |  NXX  |  Orion  |  19 January 2017
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Backlist from Vegan Publishers

Riding on the Power of Others
A Horsewoman’s Path  
to Unconditional Love

REN HURST
The story of one woman's fall, rise and life-
changing insights in the company of horses.
174 pp  |  978-1940184-11-1  |  paperback  | £12.99

Until Every Animal is Free
SARYTA RODRIGUEZ

Challenges the widely-held belief that humans 
are superior to animals, dispelling many myths 
along the way.
292 pp  |  978-1940184-19-7  |  paperback  |  £14.99

Circles of Compassion
Essays Connecting Issues of Justice

EDITED BY WILL TUTTLE
A series of essays linking compassion for animals, 
social justice and harmony in the human world.
320 pp  |  978-1940184-06-7  |  paperback |  £16.99

Will Travel for Vegan Food
A Young Woman's Solo Van-Dwelling 
Mission to Break Free, Find Food,  
and Make Love

KRISTIN LAJEUNESSE
The story of one woman's ultimate vegan foodie-
inspired road trip that spanned 547 restaurants 
and 39,000 miles.
258 pp  |  978-194018-410-4  |  paperback  |  £14.99

A Guide to Vegan Nutrition
GEORGE EISMAN

A definitive reference guide on vegan diets which 
presents a wealth of information in a readable, 
accessible style.
160 pp  |  978-194018-412-8  |  paperback  |  £12.99

They All Had Eyes
Confessions of a Vivisectionist

MICHAEL SLUSHER
A challenging but important book which lifts the 
lid on biomedical research on animals.
208 pp  |  978-1940184-23-4  |  paperback  |  £14.99

Dear World, See What I See
My Vegan Path

SHANTI URRETA
An inspirational book in which the author shares 
the life, health and spiritual lessons learned on the 
path to veganism.
128 pp  |  978-1940184-15-9  |  paperback  |  £12.99

How to Eat a Rainbow
Magical Raw Vegan Recipes for Kids!

ELLIE BEDFORD
A magic-themed book on healthy eating for children, 
addressing the most difficult dietary areas of treats, 
snacks and drinks.
64 pp  |  978-194018-422-7  |  paperback  |  £12.99

In Pursuit of Great Food
A Plant-based Shopping Guide

STEWART ROSE & AMANDA STROMBOM
An invaluable handbook for those setting out on a  
plant-based diet.
74 pp  |  978-1940184-21-0  |  paperback  |  £8.99

Motivational Methods  
for Vegan Advocacy

A Clinical Psychology Perspective

CASEY TAFT
A concise but important book which helps animal 
advocates to maximise the impact of their campaigns 
to prevent violence towards animals.
124 pp  |  978-1940184-28-9  |  paperback  |  £11.99

Want Vegan children's books? See p. 22.
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Farm to Fable
The Fictions of our  
Animal-Consuming Culture

ROBERT GRILLO
Why do the vast majority of us continue to consume animals when 
we could choose otherwise? What are the cultural forces that drive 
our food choices?

Our beliefs about eating animals remain, in mainstream culture, 
largely unexamined, and therefore unchallenged, Robert Grillo 
argues. In this significant book, he attempts to uncover what drives 
our food choices, and specifically how the fictions of popular culture 
— literature, movies, TV — continually reinforce our current beliefs 
and behaviour. 

The insights revealed in Farm to Fable will be of great value and 
interest to seasoned animal advocates as well as casual readers.

224 x 147 mm  |  200 pp  |  978-194018-434-0  |  paperback 
£14.99  |  NXX  |  Vegan Publishers  |  26 January 2017 

The Skinny on Soy 
MARIE OSER

Soy. Mention its benefits in polite company and brace yourself 
for a barrage of questions and accusations directed at soy 
and all the products made from it. The last decade has seen a 
mountain of anti-soy rhetoric along with allegations, rumours 
and confusion.

This much-needed book gives the facts about soy – its safety, 
its history and its benefits – based on peer-reviewed research. 
It is for any health-conscious consumer who wants to eat less 
meat but has been discouraged from eating soy for all the 
wrong reasons.

224 x 147 mm  |  210 pp  |  978-194018-435-7     
paperback  |  £14.99  |  NXX  |  Vegan Publishers

26 January 2017

Robert Grillo is an activist, author and public speaker. He is the 
director of Free from Harm, an organisation he founded in 2009 
to expose animal agriculture's impact on non-human animals, 
vulnerable communities and the environment. Farm to Fable is his 
first book. He lives in Chicago, USA.

Marie Oser is a best-selling author, healthy lifestyle expert, and 
environmental advocate with a focus on nutrition and its role 
in disease prevention. She is a regular contributor to national 
magazines, hosts and executive produces VegTV and is managing 
editor at Ecomii, a leading environmental website.
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'See Inside' 
Website Feature

You can now view 
sample chapters from 
our bestselling and 
newly released books 
at florisbooks.co.uk

Find Floris Books Online

Visit our website, florisbooks.co.uk, get news about our 
books via our Twitter feed and Facebook pages, follow 
us on Pinterest and watch us on YouTube.

 @FlorisBooks    FlorisBooks

  Floris Books    Floris Books

See Inside 
our books

Looking for information on our Scottish 
children's books?
Designed with lots of extra features for parents, 
teachers and librarians, discoverkelpies.co.uk is the 
place to find information, news, classroom activity 
sheets and more about our Kelpies range of Scottish 
books for children everywhere.

Sign up to our 
mailing list at  

www.florisbooks.co.uk 
to choose a free book 

with every order!
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RUDOLF STEINER PUBLICATIONS SA
Sophia House, 18 Firfield Road
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Tel: 021 761 9600
steinerp@netactive.co.za

AL FINE
26 Hartfield Rd
Forest Row RH18 5DY
Tel & Fax: 01342-824422

CAMPHILL BOOKSHOP
199 North Deeside Rd
Bieldside, Aberdeen AB15 9EN
Tel: 01224-867611

ELMFIELD BOOKSHOP
Love Lane, Stourbridge
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Tel: 01384-394633
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GLENCRAIG BOOKSHOP
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THE LANTERN BOOKSHOP
Community Centre, Folly Farm Lane
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Tel: 0131-447 5145

MYRIAD NATURAL TOYS 
& CRAFTS (Mail-order)
The Old Stables, Nine Yews
nr Cranborne, Dorset
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Tel: 01725-517085
Fax: 01725-517477
www.myriadonline.co.uk

SALAGO
51 High Street
Totnes, Devon TQ9 5NP
Tel: 01803-865721
sales@salago.co.uk
www.salago.co.uk

OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS
Please note that each of our 
distributors carries a different 
selection of our books. Please  
contact them directly to enquire 
about availability of specific books.

USA
STEINER BOOKS
PO Box 960
Herndon, VA 20172-0960
Tel: 1-703-661-1594
Fax: 1-703-661-1501
service@steinerbooks.org
www.steinerbooks.org
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L'ÉTOILÉE (previously Mandragore)
265 4e Rang Ouest
Kingsey Falls, QC J0A 1BO
Tel: 1-819-358-5834
info@letoilee.com
www.letoilee.com

NEST EUROPEAN TOYS & HOME
247 Mackay Street 
Ottawa, ON K1M 2B6
Tel: 1-613-241-7333
info@nest.ca
www.nest.ca

TRI-FOLD BOOKS
P.O. Box 534
King City
Ontario L7B 1A7 
Tel: 1-905-727-1117
Cell: 1-905-726-0142 
info@trifoldbooks.com

UK AND IRELAND BOOKSHOPS
The following bookshops in the UK and 
Ireland stock many Floris books:

SALAMANDER
York Steiner School, Danesmead
Fulford, York YO10 4PB
Tel: 01904-654983

AN SIOPA BEAG
(SHOP AND MAIL-ORDER)
Main Street, Killaloe
Co. Clare, Ireland
Tel & Fax: +353-61-375 770
info@ansiopabeag.com
www.ansiopabeag.com

RUDOLF STEINER BOOKSHOP
35 Park Rd
London NW1 6XT
Tel & Fax: 020-7724-7699
RSH-bookshop@anth.org.uk

AN TEARMANN
Main St, Kilcullen
Co Kildare, Ireland
Tel: +353-45-481597
Fax: +353-45-481519
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